












50/5
0

B) was cooked

When mother came, dinner already (cook)?

C) will be cooked

A) have been cooked  

D) had been cooked





50/5
0

D) had been shown

In Italy we (show) many places of interest.

C) was shown

A) are shown B) will be shown





50/5
0

B) has been given

All of us (give) tickets to the exhibition.

C) was being given

A) am being given

D) were given





50/5
0

B) hadn’t been 
allowed
D) aren’t being 
allowed

The boy (not, be allow) to bathe in the river.

C) weren’t allowed

A) wasn’t allowed





50/5
0

B) had been 
translated

This novel already (translate) into 5 
languages.

C) will be translated

A) was translated

D) has been 
translated





50/5
0

B) has been published

D) was published

Books by English and American writers 
(publish) 

all over the world.

A) is being published

C) are published





50/5
0

B) was being built

Three new schools (built) in our district. 

C) is built

A) has been built

D) are being built





50/5
0

B) have been taken

This book (take) from the library only 
yesterday.

C) will be taken

A) had been taken

D) was taken





50/5
0

D) has been repaired

Our house (repair) now.

C) is repaired

A) was being repaired B) is being repaired





50/5
0

B) was built

D) were being built

This cinema (built) before we came here.

A) will be built

C) had been built





50/5
0

B) is staged

D) has been staged

Next year his play (stage) at this theatre.

C) is being staged

A) will be staged





50/5
0

B) was being taught

They (teach) English.

C) is taught

A) had been taught

D) will be taught





50/5
0

B) has been sent

D) is being sent

She (send) to hospital 2 days ago.

A) is sent

C) was sent





50/5
0

D) will be cooked

Dinner (cook) when I came home.

C) have been cooked

A) is being cooked B) was being cooked





50/5
0

D) will be prepared

A project must (prepare) by tomorrow.

C) have been 
prepared

B) to be preparedA) be prepared



Congratulations
!

Thank you for playing


